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Abstract: The knowledge of the wave-induced hydrodynamic loads on sea dikes, e.g. wave run-up, 
including the temporal and spatial resolution of the wave conditions in front of the dike and direct at 
the dike, in combination with the local water levels, is a key input parameter for any risk-based early 
warning system. Wave run-up measurements have been carried out at the German North Sea coast in 
the last decade by the local authority responsible for coastal protection of the federal state of 
Schleswig-Holstein (LKN-SH). The wave run-up on a sea dike has been recorded by the LKN-SH 
since 2006 with an in-house solution of a step gauge on the basis of conductivity measurements with 
paired graphite electrodes. In this study, the time series of single wave run-up events are derived and 
analyzed consistently for selected storm surges during the last decade where wave run-up field 
measurements are available. Moreover the average wave run-up heights (Ru2%) are calculated from 
identified single wave run-up events and are compared to calculated average wave run-up heights on 
the basis of the empirical approach of EurOtop (2016) in combination with wave field measurements 
ca. 50 m in front of the dike. The results show, that the approach of EurOtop (2016) mainly 
overestimates the average wave run-up heights derived from the wave run-up measurements with a 
root mean square error (RMSE) of ca. 37 cm. Moreover the uncertainty of the calculation of wave 
run-up heights can be reduced if wave measurements directly at the dike toe are used as input for the 
calculation (RMSE~20 cm). Another outcome of the study is the fact, that the influence factor for 
roughness elements can be used as a calibration parameter in the forecast of the average wave run-up 
heights on the dike. 
Keywords: step gauge, wave run-up, North Sea, EurOtop, conductivity measurements, early warning 
1 Introduction 
The German North sea coast can be characterized as low-lying marshland with single barrier islands 
in front of the coast. The low-lying coast is threatened by storm surges that mainly occur during 
winter storms. 
Federal and regional sea dikes are used as a main element of coastal protection methods along the 
German North Sea coast since decades. In example, federal sea dikes at the west coast of the federal 
state of Schleswig-Holstein are protecting a total length of 360 km of the coastline and a low lying 
hinterland area of 1,633 km² with a population of  ca. 142,000 inhabitants and ca. 22 billion € assets 
MELUR-SH (2013). Moreover the growing tourism sector plays an important role for the economic 
development of the German North sea coast as well as for the ecological status of the Wadden Sea 
area as a UNESCO world heritage site. 
The knowledge of the wave-induced hydrodynamic loads on sea dikes, including their high 
temporal and spatial resolution, in combination with actual water levels is a key input parameter for 
the constructional and functional design and the assessment of the status of sea dikes. 
Moreover the information about the wave-induced hydrodynamic loads are essential for risk-based 
early warning respectively coastal monitoring systems. 
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In the German joint research project “EarlyDike” (2015-2018), founded by the federal ministry of 
education and research (BMBF), a prototype for a sensor- and risk based early warning system has 
been developed and implemented exemplarily for sea dikes. The system provides detailed now- and 
forecast information about the local wave conditions and the wave-induced hydrodynamic loads on 
the coastal protection structure as well as the resistance of the structure. Moreover all relevant data 
(e.g. spatial sensor data, numerical simulation results etc.) are freely available within a GeoPortal and 
can be used to generate in time warnings to support disaster prevention and management (Krebs et al., 
2017). 
2 Method 
2.1 Wave field measurements 
The local wave conditions are measured ca. 50 m in front of the dike and directly at the dike toe based 
on pressure- and current measurements. The measurements are part of a local measurement chain that 
is operated in cooperation with the local authority responsible for coastal protection of the Federal 
State of Schleswig-Holstein (LKN-SH). 
The local measurement chain starts offshore in the outer Wadden Sea area near the wave buoy 
location “Süderhever”, which is located ca. 14 km west of the German North Sea coast near the 
location of “St. Peter Ording”, continues over the tidal inlet “Norderhever” towards the end of the 
measurement chain on the dike near “Untjehörn” on the Island of Pellworm and consists of the 
following elements nearshore respectively onshore/on the dike: 
• Nearshore: measurement of waves and currents on the foreshore since 2016 with an ADCP 
for combined wave and current measurements (Nortek, Signature 1000) and a conventional 
ADCP (Teledyne RDI, Workhorse Sentinel 1200, as shown in Fig. 1 left). The ADCPs are 
controlled by pressure sensors with 10 Hz sampling frequency that start the devices only 
during storm surges (water depths ≥ 2 m). An additional pressure- and current sensor with 
10 Hz, which is operated by the LKN-SH since 2006, is located on a measurement pile ca. 
50 m in front of the dike near “Untjehörn” on the Island of Pellworm (see Fig. 1 middle). 
• Onshore/Dike: measurement of wave conditions since 2016 at the dike toe with a pressure 
sensor with 10 Hz and measurement of wave run-up based on conductivity measurements 
with a step gauge that is developed and operated by the LKN-SH (see Fig. 1 right). 
   
Fig. 1.  Nearshore and onshore part of the measurement chain near “Untjehörn” on the Island of Pellworm: conventional 
ADCP with pressure gauge (left),  current and pressure gauge on a measurement pile ca. 50 m in front of the 
dike (middle) and pressure gauge near the dike toe (bottom right) and wave run-up step gauge (top right). 
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The wave conditions ca. 50 m in front of the dike respectively near the dike toe are derived from the 
analysis of the measured time series of total pressure, which are exemplarily shown in Fig. 2 during a 
winter storm on 26-27
th
 December 2016. 
The time series are analyzed in combination with the measured time series of air pressure and 
currents to derive the local wave parameter (e.g. significant wave height, mean wave period and 
direction) in frequency respectively time domain at time intervals of 10 min and over measurement 
intervals of 20 min.  
Exemplarily results for the time series of the derived local wave parameter and water level are 
shown in Fig. 3. 
Fig. 3.  Local water level and wave parameter measured 
during the winter storm on 26-27th December 2016 
at the pressure gauge of the measurement pile ca. 
50 m in front of the dike respectively at the dike toe 
of the dike near “Untjehörn”. 
Fig. 2. Total pressure measured during 
the storm on 26-27th December 
2016 near the measurement pile 
ca. 50 m in front of the dike (in 
black) respectively at the dike 
toe (in blue) of the dike near 
“Untjehörn”. 
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Wave run-up field measurements 
The local wave run-up on the dike near “Untjehörn” on the Island of Pellworm is measured on the 
basis of conductivity measurements with a step gauge that is developed and operated by the LKN-SH 
(Jensen and Scheider, 2006).  
The step gauge is part of a measurement chain of the hydrodynamic conditions offshore and 
nearshore the dike “Untjehörn” (see chapter 2.1). 
The wave run- normal gauge consists of in total 65 pairs of graphite electrodes that are placed 
approximately every 30 cm along the seaward slope of the dike (see Fig. 4).  
 
 
Fig. 4. Wave run-up step gauge on the dike near “Untjehörn”. 
The first respectively last electrode is located ca. 3.6 m respectively 7.9 m above MSL, hence the 
wave run-up on the dike is only measured during storm surges.  
Each pair of electrodes is connected individually to a data logger near the dike.  
Moreover a resistor is connected parallel to the electrodes that serves as a standard bridge circuit 
(so called “Wheatstone” bridge) to measure the unknown resistance of each electrode by comparing 
the unknown resistor against resistors of known value. 
The resistance (or conductivity as its reciprocal) of each electrode is changing over time when the 
electrode becomes wet or dry. 
The corresponding changes of the bridge current are measured with 10 Hz sampling frequency. 
Exemplary results of measured resistance during the winter storm on 26-27
th
 December 2016 are 
shown in Fig. 5. 
 
 
Fig. 5. Measured resistance of the 1st electrode of the wave run-up step gauge during the winter storm on 26-27th 
December 2016 on the dike near “Untjehörn”. 
The measurements of waves, currents and wave run-up are controlled by a control- and data storage 
station near the dike. The wave run-up measurements are started respectively stopped when a certain 
threshold of the local water level and waves, that are measured ca. 50 m in front of the dike, are over- 
respectively underrun during storm surges, e.g. for water depths larger respectively lower than 2 m.  
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The data acquisition system is completed by a standby battery set, which can be used in the case of 
shorter power cut offs. 
All the measured analog signals of the sensors (in total 65 signals of paired electrodes, 2 pressure- 
and 2 current signals) are saved on a data logger and can be visualized and analyzed in near real-time 
or in a post processing process with the software of the manufacturer of the data logger. 
Additional post processing routines have been developed by the Institute of River and Coastal 
Engineering (TUHH) for the identification of single wave run-up events in combination with analysis 
of waves in the time domain to derive the average wave run-up heights (Ru2%) during past severe 
storm surges at the German North Sea coast. 
First, the time series of resistance of all 65 pairs of electrodes measured with 10 Hz frequency are 
analyzed simultaneously by a moving PUT (peak under threshold) method with a window size of 600 
values respectively 1 min. The moving window method is taking the changes of the resistance 
threshold over time (see Fig. 5) into account. Moreover the threshold depends on the resistance of the 
known resistor that has been used for the measurement of the unknown resistance of each pair of 
electrodes in the bridge circuit. Due to changes of the design of the bridge circuit of the wave run-up 
gauge over the last decade, different threshold values have to be applied for analyzing the wave run-
up events in different years.  
Both window size of the moving PUT method and the resistance threshold have been chosen on the 
basis of a sensitivity analysis and for optimizing the results (e.g. minimizing false detects).  
Exemplary results of the total maximum single wave run-up heights during the winter storm on 26-
27
th
 December 2016 and for a selected threshold of 5000 Ω and a window size of 600 values (1 min) 
are shown in Fig. 6 with black points. 
Second, the average wave run-up heights (Ru2%) have been calculated in combination with analysis 
of the time series of the water surface elevation derived on the basis of the time series of total pressure 
at the measurement pile ca. 50 m in front of the dike.  
A zero down crossing method has been used to identify single wave events and to calculate the 
Ru2% average wave run-up heights. A ratio of single wave run-up to wave events of ~75 % has been 
calculated which is in agreement with investigations on pre-wave effects from Daemrich et al. (2008). 
Moreover, a sensitivity analysis for different number of waves (500, 1000 respectively 1500) has 
been carried out with no significant effect on the resulting average wave heights (see Fig. 6 black, 




Fig. 6. Maximum single wave run-up heights (black points) for a resistance threshold of 5000 Ω, average run-up 
heights (Ru2%) for 500, 1000 respectively 1500 waves (black, green respectively brown line) and local water 
level (blue line) at the dike toe of the dike near “Untjehörn ”during the winter storm 26-27th December 2016. 




Fig. 7. Roughness elements on the dike near “Untjehörn” 
2.2 Calculation of wave run-up (EurOtop 2016) 
The empirical approach of EurOtop (2016) is used for the determination of average wave run-up 
heights that are exceeded by 2 % of the incoming waves (Ru2%) on the dike. The mean value approach, 
given by equation (1) respectively (2), is used for the forecast of the average wave run-up heights and 
the comparison with measurements. 𝑅𝑅𝑢𝑢2% = 𝐻𝐻𝑚𝑚0 ∗ 1.65 ∗ 𝛾𝛾𝑏𝑏 ∗ 𝛾𝛾𝑓𝑓 ∗ 𝛾𝛾ß ∗ 𝜉𝜉𝑚𝑚−1.0 (1) 
with a maximum of: 
𝑅𝑅𝑢𝑢2% = 𝐻𝐻𝑚𝑚0 ∗ 1.0 ∗ 𝛾𝛾𝑓𝑓 ∗ 𝛾𝛾ß ∗ �4−  1.5�𝛾𝛾𝑏𝑏∗ tan𝛼𝛼�𝐻𝐻𝑚𝑚0 𝐿𝐿𝑚𝑚−1.0⁄ � (2) 
where Hm0 = significant wave height ca. 50 m in front of the dike respectively at the dike toe (m), γb = 
influence factor for a berm (-) here = 1 (no berm), γf = influence factor for roughness elements (-),γß = 
influence factor for oblique wave attack (-), α = average dike slope (-), Lm-1.0 = wave length in deep 
water (m). 
The wave run-up heights are calculated for two cases: i) on the basis of the significant wave heights 
(Hm0) , mean wave directions (Θm) and spectral wave periods (Tm-1.0) , measured ca. 50 m in front of 
the dike and ii) on the basis of the significant wave heights (Hm0) and spectral wave periods (Tm-1.0), 
measured at the dike toe in combination with the mean wave directions (Θm) measured ca. 50 m in 
front of the dike. The wave length in deep water has been calculated from linear wave theory by: 𝐿𝐿𝑚𝑚−1.0 = g∗𝑇𝑇𝑚𝑚−1.022∗𝜋𝜋  (3) 
where g = gravity acceleration (m/s²), Tm-1.0 = spectral wave period ca. 50 m in front of the dike 
respectively at the dike toe (s). 
The wave length in deep water is used for the calculation of the breaker parameter, given by 𝜉𝜉𝑚𝑚−1.0 = tan𝛼𝛼�𝐻𝐻𝑚𝑚0 𝐿𝐿𝑚𝑚−1.0⁄  (4) 
For the calculation of the average wave run-up heights with equations (1) and (2), the complex 
geometry of the dike (in terms of the average dike slope) as well as different influence factors for the 
effects of roughness elements and oblique wave attack are taken into account. The influence factor for 
the effect of a berm is neglected due to the fact that equation (1) is only valid for (average) slopes 
between 1:1 and 1:8 and a berm is defined by EurOtop (2016) as a gentle slope between horizontal 
and 1:15. 
For the calculations, the complex dike cross section was subdivided into several sections with 
regard to their roughness elements (see Fig. 7 and Tab. 1). On the details of the calculation of the 
different influence factors as well as the average dike slope the reader is referred to EurOtop (2016). 
  Tab. 1.  Chosen influence factors for roughness  










γf  (-) 
1 5.5 
Natural revetment 






(metal slag), cast in-
situ asphaltic material 
0.85 
3 2.8 Melted asphalt 1 
4 11 
Placed revetment 
blocks (natural stone) 
0.55 
5 11 Asphalt 1 
6 6.7 Grass 1 
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3 Results 
The following storm events during the past decade have been selected for the comparison of the 
forecast of wave run-up, on the basis of available local measured wave conditions and water levels, 
with wave run-up measurements provided by the LKN-SH near the dike of “Untjehörn”: 
i) Winter storm on 8-9th November 2007 (German name “Tilo”), see e.g. Lefebvre (2007) 
ii) Winter storm on 5-6th December 2013 (German name “Xaver”), see e.g. Deutschländer et al. (2013) 
iii) Winter storm on 26-27th December 2016 (German name “Barbara”), see e.g. Axer et al. (2017) 
3.1 Wave run-up during the winter storm on 26-27
th
 December 2016 
A severe storm event (in German “Orkan”) on the German North Sea coast occurred on the 26-27
th
 
December 2016 with wind gust speeds up to 100-110 km/h (Bft 10-11)
 1,2
. Hourly average wind 
speeds of 20 m/s (Bft 5) and average wind directions of ca. 290° (~WNW) were measured close to the 
Island of Pellworm at the weather station “Hallig Hooge” of the Deutscher Wetterdienst (DWD) on 
26
th
 December 2016 20-00:00 CET. 
The local storm surge water level near the dike reached more than 2 m above the average high tide level 
(MThw) of +1.5 m above MSL (see Fig. 3 respectively Fig. 6), hence the event can be classified as a storm 
surge by means of the classification system of the Federal Maritime and Hydrographic Agency (BSH).  
Waves with significant wave heights (Hm0) up to ~1 m and maximum wave heights (Hmax) up to 
~1.6 m with spectral wave periods (Tm-1.0) of ~5.2 s and average wave directions (Θm) of ~246° 
(WSW) have been measured ca. 50 m in front of the dike (see Fig. 3 black points). 
In agreement with expectations, the measured wave heights direct at the dike toe are lower with 
Hm0 ~0.8 m and Hmax ~1 m (see Fig. 3 blue points). 
The measured local wave conditions and water levels ca. 50 m in front of the dike as well as at the 
dike toe have been used as input parameter for the mean value approach of  EurOtop (2016), as given 
by equation (1) and (2), to calculate the average wave run-up heights (Ru2%) during the storm on 26-
27
th
 December 2016. 
The forecast of average wave run-up heights and total wave run-up heights (sum of the average water 
level and avg. wave run-up height) is shown in Fig. 8. 
 
 
Fig. 8.  Comparison of calculated wave run-up heights (top and middle) and breaker parameter (bottom) on the basis of 
measured wave parameter and water levels ca. 50 m in front of the dike (points in black) respectively direct at 
the dike toe (points in blue) with measured wave run-up (points in red) on the dike “Untjehörn”. The vertical 
heights of every 5th pair of electrodes is indicated by the dashed grey lines. 




The measured average wave run heights have been derived from the analysis of the time series of the 
resistance from the pairs of electrodes by using a threshold of 1000 Ω and 500 waves (see chapter 2.2 
and Tab. 2). 
From the comparison of the forecast of average wave run-up heights (see Fig. 8 black respectively 
blue points) with the average wave run-up heights derived from the wave run-up measurements (see 
Fig. 8 red points), it can be seen that the mean value approach of EurOtop (2016) mainly 
overestimates the  average wave run-up heights derived from the wave run-up measurements. 
Moreover, the agreement between calculated and measured average wave run-up heights is in 
general better, when the measured wave parameter at the dike toe are used as input parameter for the 
calculations. 
3.2 Wave run-up during selected winter storms 2007 to 2016 
The average wave run-up heights have been calculated on the basis of available field measurements of 
waves and wave run-up for three selected storm events during the last decade (2007-2016): 
i) Winter storm on 8-9th November 2007 (German name “Tilo”) 
ii) Winter storm on 5-6th December 2013 (German name “Xaver”)  
iii) Winter storm on 26-27th  December 2016 (German name “Barbara”) 
 
In contrast to the forecast of wave run-up during the winter 
storm on 26-27
th
 December 2016 (see chapter 3.1), the 
wave run-up heights for the other two storms (2007, 2013) 
are calculated by the mean value approach of EurOtop 
(2016) on the basis of input wave parameter ca. 50 m in 
front of the dike only, due to the fact that the measurements 
of waves directly at the dike toe started in 2016, hence are 
not available for the forecast of wave run-up during the 
storms in 2007 and 2013. 
The average wave run-up heights are derived from the field 
measurements on the basis of the time series of resistance and 
for selected resistance thresholds and number of waves from 
the analysis of waves in the time domain (see chapter 2.2). 
The parameter of the analysis of the wave run-up field 
measurements are summarized in Tab. 2. 
 
The root mean square (RMSE) respectively mean absolute error (MAE), given by equation (5) 
respectively (6) are used as metrics for the assessment of the accuracy/uncertainty of the calculated 
average wave run-up compared to the field measurements: 𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅 (𝑅𝑅𝑢𝑢2%) = �∑ �𝑅𝑅𝑢𝑢2%,𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐−𝑅𝑅𝑢𝑢2%,𝑜𝑜𝑏𝑏𝑜𝑜�2𝑛𝑛𝑖𝑖=1 𝑛𝑛  (5) 𝑅𝑅𝑀𝑀𝑅𝑅 (𝑅𝑅𝑢𝑢2%) = ∑ �𝑅𝑅𝑢𝑢2%,𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐−𝑅𝑅𝑢𝑢2%,𝑜𝑜𝑏𝑏𝑜𝑜�𝑛𝑛𝑖𝑖=1 𝑛𝑛  (6) 
where n=number of calculated respectively observed average wave run-up heights, Ru2%,calc = 
calculated average wave run-up height, Ru2%,obs = observed average wave run-up height derived from 




Tab. 2.  Analysis of wave run-up field 



















Tab. 3.  Errors between calculated and measured average wave run-up 
heights (Ru2%) on the dike near “Untjehörn” 









 0.37 0.30 0.20 0.17 
ξm-1.0 ≤ ~2.0 0.43 0.37 0.22 0.19 
ξm-1.0 > ~2.0 0.27 0.21 0.16 0.14 
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The RMSE have been calculated for in total n=134 average wave run-up heights that have been 
derived from the wave run-up field measurements respectively calculated on the basis of wave input 
parameter ca. 50 m in front of the dike (at the measurement pile, n=107) and direct at the dike toe 
(n=27) during the selected storm events. 
As a result, the overall RMSE respectively MAE of the forecast of average wave run-up heights 
has been determined with RMSE=0.37 m respectively MAE=0.30 m (see Tab. 3 and Fig. 9), if the 
wave parameter ca. 50 m in front of the dike are used as input parameter. The calculation results 
mainly overestimate (n=98/n=134*100 % ~ 73 %) the average wave run-up heights derived from the 
wave run-up field measurements, independent from the locations of the wave input-parameter (see 
Fig. 9 top respectively bottom left). 
In agreement with the assessment of the forecast of average wave run-up heights during the storm 
on the 26-27
th
 December 2016 (see chapter 3.1), the RMSE respectively MAE are significantly 
reduced (RMSE=0.20 m respectively MAE=0.17 m), if the wave input-parameter from the dike toe 
are used for the calculations instead of the wave parameter ca. 50 m in front of the dike. 
4 Discussion 
The difference (error) between the forecast of average wave run-up heights (Ru2%,calc) and the average 
wave run-up heights derived from the wave run-up field measurements (Ru2%,obs) depends e.g. on the 
breaker parameter (ξm-1.0).  
According to the definition of  ξm-1.0 in EurOtop (2016), waves are considered to be breaking for 
ξm-1.0 < ~2 (plunging waves). In contrast, for “ξm-1.0 > ~2 waves are considered not to be breaking 
(surging waves), although there may still be some (waves) breaking” EurOtop (2016). 
  From the comparison of calculated vs. observed average wave run-up heights, it can be 
concluded, that the forecast results mainly overestimate the measurements for breaking (plunging) 
waves with ξm-1.0 < ~2 (see Fig. 9 top respectively bottom right, black points). In contrast, the forecast 
results for non-breaking (surging) waves with ξm-1.0 > ~2 partly over- and underestimate the 
measurements (see Fig. 9 top respectively bottom right, blue points). 
Due to the fact that the majority of the average wave run-up heights is overestimated by the 
empirical approach of EurOtop (2016), the chosen influence factors for roughness elements (see 
Tab. 1) can be used as calibration parameter for the forecast of the average wave run-up heights on the 
dike near “Untjehörn”. The impact of the existing roughness elements in section 4 of the complex 
geometry of the dike (see Tab. 1), which consists of placed revetment blocks/natural stones (in 
German “Rauhigkeitsstreifen”) that are located directly on the intersection of section 3 and 4 (see 
Fig. 7), may be underestimated by the calculation of an average roughness factor for the dike. 
Moreover has to be noted, that the average run-up heights derived from the field measurements 
might not represent the full variability of the results, since the average run-up heights at time intervals 
of 10 min are derived from linear interpolation of the average wave run-up heights derived from the 
measurements. In the future, a moving average analysis will be used to derive the average wave run-







Fig. 9.  Comparison of measured average wave run-up heights (Ru2%,obs) with the forecast of average wave run-up 
heights (Ru2%,calc) on the dike near “Untjehörn” with wave input parameter ca. 50 m in front of the dike 
respectively at the dike toe (top/bottom left, black respectively blue points) and for breaker parameter (ξm-1.0 ) ≤ 
respectively > 2.0 (top/bottom right, black respectively blue points) with wave input parameter ca. 50 m in front 
of the dike (top right) respectively direct at the dike toe (bottom right). 
5 Conclusion 
This study examines the forecast of wave run-up on a coastal dike near “Untjehörn” on the Island of 
Pellworm on the German North Sea coast on the basis of the empirical (mean value) approach of  
EurOtop (2016).  
Forecast results of the average wave run-up heights (Ru2%) on the dike near “Untjehörn” have been 
exemplarily shown for a severe winter storm event on 26-27
th
 December 2016.  
Moreover the accuracy/uncertainty of the forecast of wave run-up during past storm events (2007-
2016) has been assessed by the comparison with average wave run-up heights that have been derived 
from wave run-up field measurements using a step gauge with pairs of conductivity electrodes. 
From the comparisons of the forecast of average wave run-up heights on the basis of measured 
wave parameter ca. 50 m in front of the dike with the wave run-up field measurements it is found, that 
the forecast results mainly overestimate the measurements for breaking (plunging) waves with 
ξm-1.0 < ~2 (RMSE=0.43 m). In contrast, the forecast results for non-breaking (surging) waves with 
ξm-1.0 > ~2 partly over- and underestimate the measurements (RMSE=0.27 m). The error of the 
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forecast can be reduced if the wave parameter measured at the dike toe are used as input parameter 
(RMSE=0.22 m for ξm-1.0 < ~2 respectively RMSE=0.16 m for ξm-1.0 > ~2). The latter has to be 
evaluated on a larger data basis of local wave measurements at the dike toe as well as wave run-up 
field measurements in the future. 
Moreover, the impact factor for roughness elements will be used in the future for the calibration of 
the forecast results and for the further reduction of the differences between forecast results, calculated 
with the EurOtop (2016) approach, and the wave run-up field measurements. 
Hence, the continuation of hydrodynamic field measurements in front respectively direct on the 
dike near “Untjehörn” are recommended for future research, including visual observations of the wave 
run-up process during storm surges to enhance the knowledge about the local wave run-up process for 
complex dike geometries with different roughness elements sections. 
Finally, the hydrodynamic field measurements can be used as a part of a sensor- and risk based 
early warning system to generate in time warnings and to support disaster prevention and 
management. 
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